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We probe the effects of structural disorder on the performance of organic photovoltaic (OPV) devices via
drift-diffusion modeling. We utilize ensembles of spatially disordered one-dimensional mobility profiles to
approximate the three-dimensional structural disorder present in actual devices. Each replica in our
ensemble approximates one high-conductivity pathway through the three-dimensional network(s) present
in a polymer-based bulk heterojunction solar cell, so that the ensemble-averaged behavior provides a good
approximation to a full three-dimensional structurally disordered device. Our calculations show that the
short-circuit current, fill factor, and power conversion efficiency of simulated devices are all negatively
impacted by the inclusion of structural disorder, but that the open-circuit voltage is nearly impervious to
structural defects. This is in contrast to energetic disorder, where previous studies found that spatial
variation in the energy in OPVactive layers causes a decrease in the open-circuit voltage. We also show that
structural disorder causes the greatest detriment to device performance for feature sizes between 2 and
10 nm. Since this is on the same length scale as the fullerene crystallites in experimental devices, it suggests
both that controlling structural disorder is critical to the performance of OPV devices and that the effects of
structural disorder should be included in future drift-diffusion modeling studies of organic solar cells.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Organic photovoltaic (OPV) technology has seen
marked improvement in recent years, with device power
conversion efficiencies (PCEs) surpassing 11% [1]. The
most efficient devices are constructed from blends of a
semiconducting polymer, which acts as the light absorber
and hole transporter, and a fullerene derivative, which
serves to separate the excitons created on the polymer and
to transport the electrons. Such polymer:fullerene mixtures,
known as bulk heterojunctions (BHJs), must be both
intimately blended to assure good charge separation, yet
phase separated enough to ensure that there are physically
continuous conducting pathways for both the electrons and
holes to reach their respective electrodes [2]. The BHJ
morphology, however, is difficult to control, and as a result,
the relationship between the morphology of the disordered
donor-acceptor blends in OPVs and the underlying mech-
anisms of charge generation, recombination, and transport
in such disordered systems is not well understood [3].
In addition to all of the experiments that have been

performed to elucidate structure-property relationships
in OPVs, there also has been a significant amount of
theoretical work, particularly in the field of device
modeling [4–6]. The most commonly employed approach
is the drift-diffusion (DD) model, which has been
utilized to simulate a wide variety of OPV-device physics

experiments, such as current-density–voltage (J-V)
characteristics, photogenerated charge extraction by lin-
early increasing voltage (photo-CELIV), transient photo-
current measurements, etc. [7–9]. One feature that is often
neglected in DD simulations, but is of particular impor-
tance for OPV devices, is the role of disorder of the
organic active layer. Most DD simulations treat the BHJ
blend as a uniform, continuous medium that is charac-
terized by a single mobility for each carrier [4,5,10–13].
Disorder has been accounted for primarily from the
perspective of energetic disorder in BHJ blends, which
arises from the fact that the polymers in OPVactive layers
twist and bend along their conjugated backbone and the
fact that both the polymer and fullerenes in BHJ blends
reside in distinct chemical environments [14,15]. Several
groups have modeled this energetic disorder by including
a Gaussian-shaped density of energy states in their DD
simulations, which affects both carrier mobility and
recombination [14,15]. In addition to a Gaussian distri-
bution, groups also have considered an exponential dis-
tribution of trap states [16–18]. These groups find that the
simulated performance of devices with energetic disorder
is reduced as a result of diminished short-circuit current,
fill factor, and open-circuit voltage.
Despite the progress made towards understanding the

role of energetic disorder in BHJ devices, few drift-
diffusion simulations have addressed the structural disorder
that is also present in BHJ devices or how this disorder
impacts carrier transport. By structural disorder, we mean
the random spatial distribution of polymers and fullerenes
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that is found in a BHJ, resulting in tortuous pathways for
carrier transport. The existence of structural disorder clearly
affects the net carrier mobility. For example, many experi-
ments, including photo-CELIV, transient photocurrent,
and space charge limited-current measurements, have
shown that on device length scales, the carriers in poly-
mer:fullerene OPVs have relatively low mobilities, on
the order of 10−4 cm2 V−1 s−1 [19–21]. In contrast, time-
resolved microwave conductivity (TRMC) measurements
indicate that over short length scales, the photogenerated
charge carriers in these systems have relatively high
mobilities (∼10−2 cm2V−1 s−1), comparable to what is
seen in FET-based mobility measurements [22–24].
Clearly, when carriers move on length scales that sample
the spatial disorder inherent in BHJ OPV devices, the result
is a lowering of the effective carrier mobility by roughly 2
orders of magnitude. These differences in mobility at
varying length scales can be understood from the fact that
intrachain transport is characterized by significantly higher
mobility than interchain hopping, yet interchain hopping is
the dominant transport mechanism for disordered semi-
conducting polymers [25,26]. All of this suggests that due
to structural disorder, the conducting pathways in a BHJ
have a distribution of regions with high and low carrier
mobility, as opposed to a single continuous mobility.
Structural measurements based on X-ray diffraction and

various microscopies have indicated that both the polymers
and fullerenes in a BHJ phase segregate into crystallites
with sizes on the order of several nanometers, with
amorphous and potentially intermixed regions surrounding
the crystallites [27–31]. This means that structural disorder
is inherent to polymer:fullerene OPVs. The goal of this
work is to use DD modeling specifically to understand the
effects of this structural disorder on the performance of
BHJ photovoltaic devices. We note that previous studies
that have included a functional dependence of mobility on
factors such as the electric field, carrier density, or the
energetic density of states, have still been limited to
smooth, non–spatially-varying mobility profiles and thus
have not accounted for the spatial distribution of conduc-
tivities present in a BHJ architecture [14,32,33]. This
means that previous studies have not considered how the
grain boundaries between conducting materials or between
crystalline and amorphous regions affect mobility and
obstruct charge transport. It is clear that to accurately
model a BHJ device, one should consider structural
disorder in addition to energetic disorder.
In this work, we present an approach to account for

structural disorder in 1D drift-diffusion modeling of OPV
devices. Our work at this stage intentionally neglects the
effects of energetic disorder, which would be expected to
accompany structurally disordered morphologies, in order
to isolate the effects of structural disorder alone on OPV-
device physics. We present two methods for generating
spatially disordered mobility profiles: one method where

each profile is generated by random sampling from a
probability distribution of possible carrier mobilities, and
a second method where profiles are generated from the
disordered morphologies generated by Cahn-Hilliard (CH)
modeling [34,35]. Both sampling methods result in mobil-
ity profiles that contain regions of exceptionally high
and/or low mobilities for the carriers. A high-mobility
region represents transport along a single chain or through a
region of the material with high crystallinity and thus high
carrier conductivity. Conversely, a low-mobility region
represents transport of a carrier through the “wrong”
conducting material or through a grain boundary or defect,
or represents the occurrence of dead ends and other features
of the meandering conduction pathways present in BHJ
architectures [36]. Our method then treats devices as
ensembles of these 1D disordered-carrier pathways.
We demonstrate that as the parameters for both methods

(the characteristics of the mobility distribution and the
parameters used to transform the 1D CH morphologies into
structurally disordered mobility profiles) are varied, there
are profound effects on the resulting performance of the
ensemble-averaged modeled disordered devices. We also
show that no matter how the disordered mobility profiles
are generated, the resultant effects on device performance
are similar, indicating that our findings are robust to the
details of how structural disorder is included in drift-
diffusion simulations. Our simulations show that, similar
to studies of energetic disorder, structural disorder leads to
an overall degradation of device performance, particularly
in regards to the short-circuit current (JSC) and fill factor
(FF). However, unlike studies on energetic disorder, we do
not find a significant degradation of the open-circuit
voltage (VOC), and we discuss in detail the reasons why
structural disorder has these particular effects on device
performance. We also see that the length scale of disorder is
important, with the most severe effects on device perfor-
mance accompanying disorder on length scales of ∼10 nm,
exactly the size expected in real BHJ OPV devices.

II. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

A. Drift diffusion model

For this work, we perform all of our device simulations
using the DD model, in which the electron and hole current
densities are treated as

Jn ¼ −qnμn∇V þ kTμn∇n; ð1Þ

Jp ¼ −qpμp∇V − kTμp∇p; ð2Þ

where q is the fundamental charge, V is the electrostatic
potential, n and p refer to the electron and hole densities,
and μn and μp refer to the mobility of electrons and holes,
respectively [32]. In order to simulate a device, one needs to
solve the continuity equations for both carriers:
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∂n
∂t ¼

1

q
∇Jn − Rþ G; ð3Þ

∂p
∂t ¼ − 1

q
∇Jp − Rþ G; ð4Þ

where R is the net recombination rate of electrons and
holes, which we treat with Langevin recombination of the
form RðxÞ ¼ ðq=ϵrϵ0Þðμn þ μpÞnp, where ϵr is the dielec-
tric constant of the medium and ϵ0 is the vacuum permit-
tivity. The G term in Eq. (3) is the generation profile within
the active layer of the device. Since free carriers are
assumed to be generated primarily as a result of photon
absorption, we calculate this generation profile via a
transfer-matrix formalism to account for thin-film interfer-
ence and the absorption or refraction of light by the various
layers of an OPV device [37]. To solve the above carrier-
continuity equations, they need to be coupled through the
Poisson equation

∇2V ¼ q
ϵrϵ0

ðn − pÞ: ð5Þ

The set of Eqs. (1)–(5) forms the basis of the drift-diffusion
model.
We used the Gummel method to decouple the above set

of partial-differential equations and solve the DD model in
an iterative matter [38–41]. Our simulations provide a 1D
model for a typical OPV architecture, where the organic
active layer is sandwiched between two metal contacts. The
drift-diffusion model equations are solved numerically for
this active layer by discretizing the equations on a finite
difference mesh. Because our structural-disorder model
examined the effects of feature sizes of only a few nano-
meters, we tested grid spacings as low as 0.1 nm, but found
that as long as the mesh size is less than 1=4 of the disorder
length scale, the results are numerically robust. Thus, in
most of what is shown below, a 1-nm mesh spacing is used.
As boundary conditions for the carrier-density equations,
we assume thermionic injection at the metal-organic semi-
conductor interfaces [42]. As boundary conditions for the
Poisson equation, we assume that the voltage drop across
the device is equal the built-in voltage. We chose the other
device parameters to be comparable to those previously
used in the literature, and all the parameters we used in our
calculations are collected in Table I. Additional computa-
tional details regarding our DD simulations are given in the
Supplemental Material [43].
We note that similar approaches for OPV-device model-

ing based on the DD model have been previously imple-
mented by many groups with great success [4,5,14,32].
The primary difference between the previous studies and
ours is the explicit inclusion of spatially dependent carrier
mobilities (μn and μp). The vast majority of previous 1D
drift-diffusion studies have simply assumed a constant
mobility value for electrons and holes, without taking into

account the meandering conduction pathways (i.e., struc-
tural disorder) that carriers are known to traverse in a BHJ
architecture. Spatial disorder of the mobility profiles has its
greatest effect through the current gradient terms of
Eqs. (3) and (4), as both the drift and diffusion current
contributions are proportional to the carrier mobilities. The
recombination rate also will be affected due to its functional
dependence on the structurally disordered mobility profiles.
The generation of free carriers also should be dependent
on morphology, since carriers should be predominantly
generated near the interface of the donor and acceptor
materials. However, we have chosen to neglect the spatial
dependence of free-carrier generation on the mobility
profile for these simulations and instead assume an effec-
tive medium approach via the transfer-matrix formalism.
We believe this is a reasonable approximation since the
diffusion length of excitons in OPV materials (∼10 nm)
[44] is generally larger than the feature sizes considered in
our disordered mobility profiles.

B. Disordered mobility profiles and ensembles

1. Random sampling from a mobility distribution

As one way to approximate structural disorder in one
dimension, we utilize an ensemble of spatially variable
mobility profiles. To create such an ensemble, we first
generate mobility profiles by randomly sampling mobility
values from a distribution of possible mobilities. We will
discuss the details of this distribution shortly. Starting from
one end of the device and progressing to the opposite end,
we assign a randomly sampled mobility value every δ nm
to each of our carrier mobility (μn and μp) profiles. Our
motivation for choosing spatially dependent mobility pro-
files in this way is based on the fact that a charge carrier
moving through a disordered BHJ architecture can be
expected to encounter many potential obstacles, such as
grain boundaries, different conducting components, amor-
phous regions, and structural dead ends where the charge
carrier is no longer capable of conducting through a
continuous pathway towards its extraction contact without
reversing direction. Experimental measurements have

TABLE I. The boundary conditions and parameters used for the
DD simulations presented in the figures, except where otherwise
noted.

Parameter Symbol Value

Active layer thickness d 100 nm
Relative permittivity ϵr 3.5
Schottky injection barriers ϕn;ϕp 0.3 eV
Langevin reduction factor γ 0.1
Built-in voltage VBI 0.6 V
Effective density of states NC; NV 1 × 1020 cm−3
Temperature T 298 K
Band gap Eg 1.2 eV
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shown that carrier conduction through the “wrong” con-
ducting material (i.e., holes through the fullerene or electrons
through the polymer) has an effective mobility that is several
orders of magnitude lower than carrier mobility through the
“correct” conducting material [45,46]. Thus, while travers-
ing even themost conductive possible pathway(s) through an
OPV device, a carrier may experience a range of mobilities
that varies by several orders of magnitude.
It is worth noting that simple distributions, such as a

Gaussian distribution, cannot generate mobilities that sample
such a large range. Instead, we chose the exponent of the
mobility distribution to be Gaussian to provide a way to
generate random mobility profiles that span several orders of
magnitude. In this way, we create mobility profiles such that

μn;pðxÞ ¼ 10½μ0þσYðxÞ� ð6Þ
where YðxÞ is a normally distributed random variable that
determines the mobility at spatial position x with μ given in
units of m2 V−1 s−1. Thus, Eq. (6) provides a mobility
distribution whose logarithm has a mean and median of μ0
and a standard deviation of σ. In this way, we can tune the set
of parameters (μ0, σ, and δ) to define an ensemble fromwhich
to generate OPV-device replicas, each with a different
spatial mobility profile. We present an example mobility
profile of one of these replicas in Fig. 1. This mobility profile
is generated by sampling an ensemble with the parameters
(μ0¼−8.0, σ¼0.7, δ ¼ 3 nm). Since many such effectively
1D conducting pathways exist in real OPVs, by averaging
over many of these replicas, we can then draw conclusions
about the effects of structural disorder ondevice performance.
Perhaps the single biggest drawback of this approach is

that it is still limited to 1D carrier transport. Thus, our
method cannot account for the fact that carriers in real
devices are not required to translate through low-mobility
regions in 1D, but may instead move in three dimensions
to find a more continuous pathway of relatively high
mobility. We note, however, that charge transport through
off-normal dimensions effectively elongates the charge-
extraction pathway, which results in a higher probability
that charges will be lost to recombination before extrac-
tion. Moreover, the presence of dead ends in 3D con-
duction pathways would result in the buildup of charge
carriers, which have no option except to recombine, be
transported through the wrong material, or diffuse against
their drift vector in order to be extracted. As such, the
increased transit time necessary for a charge carrier to find
and traverse an OPV device through a continuous pathway
can be accounted for as an effective lowering of mobility
in the direction of the bulk current flow. Thus, each
simulation we perform with a single spatially dependent
1D mobility profile can be thought of as a single, tortuous
pathway through a 3D device. It is for this reason that
we simulate multiple pathways sampled from the same
ensemble and make claims based only on the ensemble-
averaged behavior.

2. 1D mobility profiles built from Cahn-Hilliard
morphologies

Since the mobility profiles generated by our random
distribution may or may not be representative of what a
carrier encounters in a working device, we also investigated
a second way of generating spatially disordered mobility
profiles. Our second method is based on the CH model,
which is used to describe the spontaneous phase separation
of binary fluids [35]. We note that the CH formalism has
been used in the past to model the spatial structure of the
components in bulk heterojunction solar cells [47–49]. Our
choice to also generate mobility profiles via the CH
formalism allows us to further test the effects of spatial
disorder on device performance, by seeing if the way

FIG. 1. (a) An example mobility profile of a device replica
generated by randomly sampling a mobility ensemble charac-
terized by the parameters μ0 ¼ −8.0, σ ¼ 0.7, δ ¼ 3 nm. (b) An
example mobility profile of a device replica generated by
sampling from a Cahn-Hilliard morphology, with μCH ¼ −8.0,
σCH ¼ 1.0, and average δCH ≈ 3.3 nm (CH ϵ ¼ 1.6 × 10−5).
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mobility profiles are generated has any significant effect on
the results. Thus, we also utilized an ensemble of mobility
profiles generated from cross sections of morphologies
determined by solving the Cahn-Hilliard equation [35]:

∂C
∂t ¼ D∇2ðC3 − C − ϵ∇2CÞ: ð7Þ

In this equation, C is the spatial composition of the binary
mixture, which varies from one pure component to another
such that Cðx; yÞ ∈ ½−1; 1�. We utilize 1D slices through
these morphologies as a means to generate 1D mobility
profiles with randomized regions of enhanced and dimin-
ished mobility. Details of our CH calculations are given in
the Supplemental Material [43].
The values of the phases generated from the solution to

Eq. (7) vary in value from −1 to 1, allowing us to generate
the ith replica mobility profile as

μiðxÞ ¼ 10μCHþCðx;iÞσCH : ð8Þ
In this expression, σCH and μCH are analogous to those used
in Eq. (6) with μiðxÞ given in units of m2 V−1 s−1. In Eq. (6),
σ is the standard deviation of the mobility distribution from
which mobility profiles are generated, and thus sets the
range of possible mobility values that could be found in the
ensemble of replica devices. In Eq. (8), σCH is a multipli-
cative factor that also sets the range of possible mobility
values. The quantity μCH also serves a corresponding role
as μ0 in Eq. (6) as the midpoint around which a distribution
of mobility values may be found.
The mobility profiles generated via Eq. (8) differ from

those generated by Eq. (6) in two important ways. First, the
mobility profiles obtained from Cahn-Hilliard morpholo-
gies exhibit a relatively smooth variation in mobility, as
opposed to the abrupt changes in our randomly sampled
mobility profiles (see Fig. 1). Second, the CH mobility
profiles generated by Eq. (8) do not possess a single,
constant feature size δ in contrast to those generated by
Eq. (6) that have δ as an explicit and adjustable parameter.
The average size of the compositional domains of Cahn-
Hilliard morphologies is determined by the interfacial
energy term ϵ in Eq. (7). In CH calculations, a lower
interfacial energy results in a larger interfacial surface area
and thus smaller average domain sizes. Therefore, by
altering ϵ, we may generate mobility profiles with a varying
average domain size, in much the same way that δ is
utilized in our random mobility sampling method.
Once the value of ϵ is chosen, we determine the average

domain size of our Cahn-Hilliard generated morphologies
δCH by calculating their radial-pair distance distribution
function

PðrÞ ¼ 2

NðN − 1Þ
XN

j>k

XN−1

k

δðr − rjkÞ: ð9Þ

The average domain size δCH is then determined as the
distance at which PðrÞ ¼ 0.5 [47]. Thus, the CH formalism

provides a second, independent way to generate an ensem-
ble of tunable mobility profiles that can be used to under-
stand the effects of structural order in DD simulations.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We begin by using both of our methods to generate
ensembles of spatially varying mobility profiles to under-
stand the effects of spatial disorder in drift-diffusion
simulations. The initial ensemble of mobility profiles we
examined from our random distribution method is charac-
terized by parameters μ0 ¼ −8.0, σ ¼ 0.7, and δ ¼ 3 nm.
An example of one such spatially variable mobility profile
is presented in Fig. 1(a). For our initial Cahn-Hilliard
mobility profiles, we sampled a CH morphology that had
an average feature size of δCH ≈ 3.3 nm, corresponding to
an ϵ value of 1.6 × 10−5. We then used those cross sections
to generate CH mobility profiles that varied around a
central mobility value of 10−8 m2V−1 s−1 and range with
composition by 2 orders of magnitude (μCH ¼ −8.0,
σCH ¼ 2.0). For further details on our Cahn-Hilliard sim-
ulations, see the Supplemental Material [43].
Once the two ensembles are generated, we then solved

the DD equations for each mobility profile using the
boundary conditions collected in Table I to generate the
J-V characteristics of 1000 device replicas for each method.
We present a sample of 100 of these replica devices’ J-V
characteristics for each method in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) for the
randomly generated and Cahn-Hilliard calculated profiles,
respectively. Each device replica (i.e., each distinct spatially
variable mobility profile) exhibits a different short-circuit
current (JSC), open-circuit voltage (VOC), and fill factor
(FF). Many of the replicas have J-V characteristics that do
not appear diodic and thus lead to reducedOPVefficiency in
the ensemble average. In particular, the spatial disorder in
some of these replica devices produces the so-called “S
curve,” in which there is an inflection point in the fourth J-V
quadrant that leads to a particularly poor fill factor and thus
poor power-conversion efficiency [50].
To understand precisely how spatial disorder affects

OPV devices, we examine the average J-V curve for both
methods’ ensembles in Fig. 2(c). For comparison, Fig. 2(c)
also includes the calculated J-V curve of a “pristine” device
(solid black curve). The pristine device is characterized by a
uniform mobility profile whose mobility value is chosen to
equal the mean of the distribution from which the device
replicas are generated (i.e., μn ¼ μp ¼ 10−8 m2 V−1 s−1).
Clearly, even though the average mobilities of both the
ensemble devices and the pristine device are the same, the
inclusion of spatial mobility disorder leads to a decrease in
device performance. In particular, both the fill factor and
short-circuit current of the spatially disordered devices
suffer in comparison to their pristine counterpart. The open-
circuit voltage of the ensemble-averaged spatially disor-
dered devices, however, shows no decrease compared to the
pristine device, an observation that we rationalize below.
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A. The effects of the range of disordered mobilities
on ensemble-averaged device behavior

Now that we have seen the detrimental effects of spatial
disorder on device performance, we can examine how
altering the type and degree of disorder affects the device
physics. The σ and σCH parameters define the range of
possible mobilities and thus the degree of disorder in a
given replica. We illustrate the effect of changing the degree
of disorder parameter on device performance in Figs. 3(a)
and 3(b), which show ensemble-averaged J-V curves with
different values of σ and σCH, respectively. All of these
ensembles are chosen to have the same average mobility
and spatial feature size, but each has a different range of
potential mobility values. For both sampling methods
examined, increasing the degree of spatial disorder by
increasing the range of possible mobilities monotonically
decreases the ensemble-averaged device performance.
To more thoroughly examine how changes in the degree

of disorder affect device performance, Figs. 4(a) and 4(b)
illustrate trends in the pertinent figures of merit for device
performance as a function of σ and σCH, respectively. In
these plots, the device figures of merit are displayed as the
fraction of their value relative to the pristine (i.e., uniform

(a)

(b)

b

b

d
d

−

FIG. 3. Ensemble-averaged J-V characteristics for several
series of replica devices. Each curve is the average of 1000
replicas. (a) Mobility profiles generated from the random dis-
tribution method with μ0 ¼ −8.0 and δ ¼ 3 nm but different
values of the degree of disorder parameter σ, which ranges from
0.1 to 1.9 in steps of 0.2. (b) Mobility profiles generated from
CH morphologies with ϵ ¼ 1.6 × 10−5 and thus δCH ≈ 3.3 nm
but different values of σCH ranging from 0.1 to 3.0 as indicated.

FIG. 2. (a) A collection of J-V characteristics for an ensemble
of replicas randomly generated via the random mobility distri-
bution method using the ensemble parameters μ0 ¼ −8.0,
σ ¼ 0.7, and δ ¼ 3 nm. (b) A collection of J-V characteristics
for an ensemble of replicas sampled from Cahn-Hilliard
morphologies with μCH ¼ −8.0, σCH ¼ 1.0, and average
δCH ≈ 3.3 nm. (c) The ensemble-averaged J-V characteristics
for both methods (red-dashed curve for random mobility profiles;
blue-dotted curve for CH generated profiles). For comparison, the
solid-black curve shows J-V characteristic of a nondisordered,
“pristine” device with (μn ¼ μp ¼ 10−8 m2 V−1 s−1 throughout
the active layer).
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mobility profile) device with the same average mobility.
Both the JSC and the FF drop in value as the degree of
disorder parameter is increased, resulting in a concomitant
drop in power conversion efficiency. Although VOC does
eventually begin to decrease for high values of σ and σCH,
this decrease is very small compared to the drops in JSC and
FF. In fact, by the time σ is large enough to see a significant
effect of disorder on VOC, the values of JSC and FF are so
incredibly low that the device is already effectively non-
functional. Thus, VOC can be considered essentially imper-
vious to disorder for the degrees of disorder that are
representative of typical performance OPV devices.
Of particular interest is the similarity of performance

trends between mobility ensembles generated by random
sampling [Fig. 4(a)] and those generated by sampling
Cahn-Hilliard morphologies [Fig. 4(b)]. The distributions
of possible mobilities for both of these sampling methods
are decidedly different. In the former case, the ensembles’
mobilities are normally distributed around a mean
value, μ0 of 10−8 m2V−1 s−1, with values that range from
∼10−6 to ∼10−10 m2V−1 s−1. In the latter case, the
ensembles’ mobilities are roughly bimodally distributed,
with the majority of mobilities distributed near 10−6
and 10−10 m2V−1 s−1 (see Supplemental Material for

histograms of these distributions) [43]. This is a direct
result of the fact that Cahn-Hilliard morphologies vary from
the extremes of one pure component to the other. The fact
that these two very different mobility distributions lead to
essentially the same result suggests that the exact shape of
the mobility distribution being sampled is less important to
device performance than the range of possible mobility
values and the way such values are spatially distributed, as
we discuss further below.

1. The effects of spatial mobility disorder
on JSC and FF

The large decrease in device performance with increasing
disorder arises from lower limits of the possible device
figures of merit in the case of extreme disorder. The
lower limit for JSC is clearly zero, and we see the device
current approaching this as σ or σCH increases. This
results from the fact that for high values of the disorder
parameter, a significant fraction of the replicas have occa-
sional domains of exceptionally low mobility (∼10−11 to
10−12 m2 V−1 s−1). These domains are so limiting to charge
transport that charges cannot be extracted before they
inevitably recombine, resulting in essentially zero net photo-
current. The lower limit for the FF with increasing disorder
appears to be roughly 0.25. At this point, the average J-V
characteristic of the devices ceases to be diodic and instead
resembles a resistor with a nearly linear J-V relationship.
This is because for high values of the disorder parameter, the
presence of low-mobility domains dominates the overall
charge transport, resulting in devices with low conductivity
and thus high resistivity.
To better elucidate the way spatial disorder impacts the

performance of an ensemble of devices, in Fig. 5 we present
histograms of the figures ofmerits of an ensemble of devices
whose mobility profiles are generated via the random
sampling method (we present the corresponding histograms
for the CH method in the Supplemental Material [43]).
Because the random sampling and Cahn-Hillard methods
produce qualitatively identical results and lead to the same
conclusions, in what follows we show only the data for the
random sampling method in the main text without loss of
generality. Figure 5 shows that both the JSC and the FF
exhibit skewed distributions that cause their means to be
lower than their medians. This skewness is perhaps not
surprising given that there is an effective upper bound to both
the JSC and the FF. The fill factor has traditionally been seen
as ameasure of how beneficial themorphology of the device
is to charge transport, and clearly the pristine morphology
exhibits the highest possible FF for the chosen set of DD
parameters. Thus, inserting regions of lowmobility within a
pristinematerial lowers the fill factor.Conversely, it is hard to
imagine that inserting occasional regions of relatively high
mobility could drastically improve charge transport if there
are low-mobility domains elsewhere in the transport path-
way. These same arguments also hold for the JSC, explaining

(a)

(b)

FIG. 4. Relevant figures of merit of ensemble-averaged J-V
characteristics for the series of replicas presented in Fig. 3 as a
fraction of a pristine device’s taken as (a) the disorder parameter
for the random mobility distribution method σ is increased
from 0.1 to 2.0, and (b) the disorder parameter σCH for the
Cahn-Hillard morphology method is varied from 0.1 to 3.0.
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why the JSC and FF have an effective upper bound (corre-
sponding to a pristine device with uniform carrier mobility),
which results in a skewed distribution that biases the average
towards lower values.
Figure 6 summarizes the behavior of the skewness of the

JSC (dark-blue curve), FF (green curve), and PCE (light-
blue curve) distributions for different randomly generated
mobility ensembles with changing disorder parameter (σ).
The skewness of a population can be estimated from a
sample of the population by

γ ¼ m3

s3
¼

1
n

P
n
i¼1ðxi − x̄Þ3

½ 1
n−1

P
n
i¼1ðx − x̄Þ2�3=2 ; ð10Þ

where m3 is the sample third central moment and s is
the sample standard deviation of the population of values.
We emphasize that this standard deviation corresponds to
the sample of the values of the device figures of merit (JSC,
FF, and VOC) and not the standard deviation of the mobility
distribution from which the sample of replica devices is
generated. For lower values of the disorder parameter σ,
both the JSC and FF distributions are negatively skewed;
that is, they have a tail towards lower values and their mean
is less than their median. At higher values of σ, the direction
of this tail reverses and the distributions become positively
skewed. This reversal in skewness results from a change in
the replicas’ performance from being upper-bound domi-
nated to lower-bound dominated. For both the short-circuit
current and fill factor, the lower bound corresponds to zero
current flowing or the 0.25 effectively linear FF in the
device as a result of the presence of low-mobility regions in
the average mobility profile.

2. The effects of spatial mobility disorder on VOC

Figures 5 and 6 also examine the skewness of the
distribution of open-circuit voltages for the randomly

−

FIG. 5. Histograms illustrating the distribution of (a) the short-
circuit current, (b) the fill factor, (c) the power conversion
efficiency, and (d) the open-circuit voltage for individual device
replicas sampled from the randomly generated spatial mobility
distribution ensemble of Fig. 1(a) (μ0 ¼ −8.0, σ ¼ 0.7,
δ ¼ 3 nm); see the Supplemental Material for the corresponding
plots for spatially disordered mobility replicas generated by the
CH method [43].

FIG. 6. Skewness of device replicas’ figures of merit as a
function of the disorder parameter σ [same randomly generated
mobility replicas whose individual properties and ensemble-
averaged behavior are summarized in Figs. 2(a)–5].
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generated spatially disordered mobility replicas (red curve,
bars), which is expected to depend primarily on the nature
of carrier recombination [51]. For all values of σ that we
explore, the VOC distribution has a skewness of nearly zero
and thus follows a nearly normal distribution. The normal
distributionofVOC results from the fact thatwe are utilizing a
Langevin recombination mechanism of the form

RðxÞ ¼ q
ϵrϵ0

½μnðxÞ þ μpðxÞ�nðxÞpðxÞ; ð11Þ

whichdependsdirectlyon themobility.Despite theexplicitly
linear dependence in Eq. (11), we note that recombination is
actuallynonlinearlydependentonmobility since theelectron
and hole densities are implicitly functions of their respective
carrier mobilities. Thus, decreasing the mobility for either
carrier in a particular spatial region leads to a locally
diminished recombination rate, and therefore a lower recom-
bination term in Eq. (2). This same low mobility, however,
also leads to a buildup of charge in that spatial region, which
leads to a locally increased recombination rate.
This subtle balance between carrier buildup and carrier

recombination can result in replicas with either enhanced
recombination or lowered recombination, which by the
central-limit theorem we expect to be normally distributed.
This results in an ensemble with approximately the same
average amount of recombination per device as a non-
disordered device. Since VOC occurs at the voltage for
which the recombination rate equals the generation rate
(and since the generation rate is constant for all replicas), it
follows that ensemble-averaged VOC should be roughly the
same as that of a nondisordered device. As a result, the
average VOC is relatively impervious to increasing spatial
mobility disorder. This finding is in stark contrast to what
happens in the case of energetic disorder, where previous
studies have found that VOC decreases with increasing
energetic disorder [15]. The DD simulations we present
here consider only structural disorder, so we can conclude
that VOC is not affected by structural disorder, and should
be thought of as susceptible only to the energetic disorder
that inherently accompanies structural disorder and the way
this energetic disorder affects the recombination kinetics.
We note that our assumption of a Langevin recombina-

tion mechanism has been shown in previous studies to
overestimate the recombination rate in DD simulations
relative to experimental OPV devices [33,52,53]. As such,
drift-diffusion studies which employ such a mechanism
typically include a recombination reduction factor, which
typically ranges from 10−1 to 10−3 [54,55]. Our simula-
tions employ a relatively mild reduction factor of 10−1,
which leads to a relatively large amount of recombination
and thus somewhat diminished fill factors. Utilizing a
stronger recombination reduction factor would allow our
simulated devices to experience greater structural disorder
(that is, larger values of σ) before manifesting a comparable
degree of performance degradation. But no matter what the

degree of recombination, the general conclusion of struc-
tural disorder’s deleterious effects on device performance
holds, and may simply be manifest to a lesser degree in
instances of lower recombination.

B. The effects of the spatial-disorder length scale
on OPV device performance

We next turn our investigation to how the length scale of
spatial disorder affects device performance. X-ray diffraction
and various microscopy measurements have indicated that
the polymers and fullerenes in a BHJ phase segregate into
domains with sizes on the order of several nanometers, with
amorphous and potentially intermixed regions surrounding
the domains [27–31]. To investigate the effects of the phase-
separation (and thus the spatial-disorder) length scale on
device performance, we varied the size of the mobility
regions in our ensembles from 2 to 20 nm. We do not
consider disorder length scales below 2 nm since smaller
length scales would correspond to the diameter of single
fullerene molecules, thus representing a lower bound to the
morphological granularity in a real device [56].
Figure 7 illustrates the effect of changing the simulated

domain feature size δ for the randomly generated mobility
profiles on the ensemble-averaged figures of merit. As
above, these are presented as a fraction of the figure of
merit for a pristine device with no structural disorder. (We
note that tuning the size scale of the spatial disorder is less
direct with the CH method, as the average length scale δCH
depends in a nonlinear way on the ϵ parameter in Eq. (7);
see the Supplemental Material for details [43]). As we saw
above for the degree of disorder, VOC is relatively unaf-
fected by the introduction of structural features, and has
nearly the same average value for all spatially disordered
length scales relative to a nondisordered, pristine device.
In contrast, both the JSC and the FF are negatively impacted

FIG. 7. Relevant figures of merit for the ensemble-averaged
J-V characteristics presented in Fig. 3(a) as a fraction of the
pristine device’s but as the spatial feature size δ in the randomly
generated profile ensemble is increased from 2 to 15 nm.
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by the inclusion of discrete mobility regions, and they are
more impacted the smaller the features become. Clearly, the
fact that real OPV devices are designed to have BHJs with
structure on ∼10 nm length scales reinforces the idea that
structural disorder is too important to be overlooked in DD
modeling of OPV devices.
To further examine the effects of structural disorder

on device performance, we also simulated an ensemble of
devices characterized by μ0 ¼ −8.0, σ ¼ 0.7, and
δ ¼ d ¼ 100 nm, the entire device thickness. An ensemble
characterized by these parameters results in individual
mobility profiles that have a single, uniform value for their
mobility. Thus each device replica will have a randomly
assigned mobility but no spatial disorder. This ensemble
thus decouples the effects of simple mobility disorder (σ)
from structural mobility disorder (δ), which is present only
in ensembles with structural features that are smaller than
the thickness of the device. Figure 8 compares the averaged
results for this ensemble (red circles, curve) to that of
a well-disordered ensemble with μ0 ¼ −8.0, σ ¼ 0.7,
δ ¼ 3 nm (blue triangles and curve). The data show that
the inclusion of spatially varying random mobilities dimin-
ishes the average performance of the device to a much
greater extent than a simple ensemble of random, uniform
mobilities. This suggests that the negative impacts of
structural disorder are not the result of low-mobility
replicas alone. Rather, it is the fact that spatial disorder
includes regions of both high and low mobility that has a
significant detrimental effect on device performance. Thus,
the reason device performance becomes so diminished at
larger values of σ is because the mobility difference
between the high- and low-mobility regions becomes more

drastic; in other words, the impact that spatial disorder has
on device performance becomes larger.

C. The effects of spatial disorder on the shape
of J-V curve

As pointed out above, the introduction of spatial disorder
can lead to an S-shaped J-V curve with a very poor FF.
Using the same DD modeling approach employed here, we
have illustrated in a previous paper how such S-shaped J-V
characteristics can be produced by devices that have
diminished carrier mobility near an extraction contact
[57]. Our previous paper assumed a pristine mobility
profile except for a precipitous drop in mobility for
electrons near the cathode contact. In the current study,
in which mobility profiles are either randomly generated or
taken from Cahn-Hilliard calculations, it is easily possible
for a replica to have a mobility profile similar to that of our
previous work, with low-mobility domains near one or both
of the extraction contacts.
Whenweanalyzedour individual randomlygeneratedand

CH mobility profiles, we found that those with a calculated
S-shaped J-V curve are indeed almost all characterized by a
region of lowmobility near one of the extraction contacts. Of
particular note, not all of these replicas had the low-mobility
region contiguous with the extraction contact; instead, in
several instances of replicas with S-shaped J-V curves, the
low-mobility regions are up to 20 nm away from the contact.
Of course, Fig. 2 shows that the number of replicas that result
in S-shaped J-V curves are not sufficient to cause the
ensemble-averaged performance to deviate terribly far from
typical diodic behavior. However, it is reasonable to assume
that if a significant number of replicas are characterized by
diminishedmobility near an extraction contact, the resulting
ensemble-averaged J-V characteristic would exhibit an
overall S curve. Thus, the apparently random occurrence
of S curves in experimental devices is dependent on an
ensemble morphology that results in poor mobility for a
carrier near its extraction contact:S curves occur when there
is a particular problem maintaining mobility near the
extraction contact (e.g., via undesirable vertical phase
separation), or when the inherent structural disorder in an
OPV device happens to leave low-mobility regions near the
contacts along the majority of the effectively 1D conduction
pathways traversed by the carriers in a particular BHJ
geometry.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we have used drift-diffusion modeling to
examine the effects of structural disorder on the perfor-
mance of BHJ organic photovoltaic devices. We argued that
it is possible to study the effects of 3D spatial disorder in an
OPV device via an ensemble average of 1D drift-diffusion
models. This is because photogenerated carriers in real 3D
devices must traverse a relatively small number of effec-
tively 1D tortuous, high-conductivity paths to reach the

−

−

FIG. 8. J-V curves comparing a randomly generated structur-
ally disordered ensemble (blue triangles) with an ensemble of
structurally pristine devices with only mobility disorder (red
circles; see text for details). Note that although both ensembles’
performance diminishes as a result of the inclusion of disorder,
the inclusion of structural disorder leads to a much more severe
drop in performance.
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device electrodes. As these carriers encounter grain boun-
daries, dead ends, or cul-de-sacs along their journey, they
effectively lose mobility in the direction of the bulk current.
Our approach to accounting for the effects of this disorder
involves modeling many replica pathways with mobility
profiles either randomly generated from an ensemble
mobility distribution or generated via Cahn-Hilliard mod-
eling. Using this approach, we investigated how the range
of mobilities sampled and the size of typical mobility
features affected the overall (ensemble-average) device
performance.
Based on looking at averages and distributions of

1D-device models with different disorder parameters, we
have shown that the short-circuit current and fill factor are
negatively affected by the inclusion of structural disorder,
but the open-circuit voltage is nearly impervious to dis-
order’s debilitating effects. This nondependence of the
open-circuit voltage on structural disorder stands in strong
contrast to energetic disorder, which has been shown to
have a profound detrimental effect on VOC [15]. The strong
dependence of the JSC and the FF on structural disorder
results from the fact that these figures of merit have
effective lower and upper limits for particular mobility
profiles, thus forcing an asymmetry in the ensemble that is
averaged to simulate the device performance. We also have
found that the inclusion of structural disorder is imperative
if the OPVarchitecture in question has feature sizes of a few
nm, which is indeed the case for nearly every experimental
BHJ device. Finally, we found that no matter how the
individual spatially varying mobility profiles are generated,
the results we obtained are the same, indicating that all off
the effects discussed above are universal features of spatial
disorder and are not dependent on the microscopic details.
As previously discussed, our method for approximating

structural disorder is still limited by 1D charge transport.
We are thus missing some of the correlated distribution
of charge-conducting materials present in a true 3D BHJ
architecture. We hope to further refine our modeling of
structural disorder by eventually extending our simulations
to higher-dimensionality mobility profiles that include the
carriers’ ability to conduct perpendicular to bulk current
flow. We also plan to couple spatial disorder with energetic
disorder to better understand the interplay of these two
different types of disorder on BHJ device performance. Until
such subsequent drift-diffusion studies are carried out, we
believe that this 1D study and analysis provide strong
evidence that structural disorder is of paramount consider-
ation for the modeling and development of OPV devices.
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